
 

NEW PRODUCT • JetMaster Photo Panel 

 

 

Display for today: Innova Art launches the all-new 
JetMaster Photo Panel at Focus on Imaging, NEC, 
Birmingham, 3-6 March 2013  

Capturing and printing great images is one job but displaying 
them to best effect can seem another matter entirely. It can feel a 
step too far – but how much impact can a photograph truly make 
if it’s hidden from view? 

The JetMaster Photo Panel is a simple and effective way to 
display your photographs, a new addition to the successful 
JetMaster Display systems range it will be launched at Focus on 
Imaging 2013. The lightweight JetMaster Photo Panel is fully 
recycleable and edged with a choice of two smart matte finishes 
in white or black. To prepare a print for display, lift the release 
liner, align the image and apply pressure using a roller. Trim 
edges as necessary, then hang or display using the stand 
provided.  

It’s really that simple. 

A stylish, frame-free format initially available in sample sizes 
5”x7” and 8”x10”for wall, counter or desktop display, the 
JetMaster Photo Panel means that it’s the picture, not the way it’s 
presented, that gets all the attention and it can be hung from just 
one tack so no need for multiple holes in your walls. 
Photographers keep full control on how their images look and, at 
the same time, can offer buyers a fashionable, take-home solution 
that is ready in minutes. 

To see the the JetMaster Photo Panel for yourself, alongside other 
ground-breaking Innova Art products, visit Innova Art -  stand 
C4 at Focus on Imaging, NEC, Birmingham, 3-6 March 2013. 

For more details on Innova Art’s full range of digital media and 



other products or for higher resolution images, contact Monika 
Sokolowska (Product Enquiries Manager), on +44 (0)1992 571 
775; email monikas@innovaart.com, or Kirsty-Anne Ward 
(Marketing Manager), on +44 (0)1992 571 775; email 
kirstyanne@innovaart.com 

	  


